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Dear Parents/Carers,
OFSTED 2014
No notice inspections certainly test the energy levels and commitment of staff. We had the
pleasure of showing off the school to Declan McCarthy and Aileen Thomas over 2 days last
week.
I was so proud of the pupils. They were focused, keen to learn and well behaved. They
were engaged in their learning and showed the inspectors just how good the teaching
and support staff are at their jobs.
It was a pleasure to share such great achievements of everyone to the lead inspector,
Declan McCarthy. He was really interested in everything and would like to thank you all for
contributing to the process.
The web based parent view seemed not to work for everyone, but rest assured your
messages were printed out for the inspectors to consider in their judgement. The Governors
met with the lead inspector and were present at the final feedback session.
The report will be sent to us for factual consideration in the next 10 days. We have 24 hours
to make any factual comments and then the final report will be with us within another 5
days for publication. You will be sent a link to view the report on the website and on the
Ofsted site and I will also send you a copy.
The judgement is confidential until the report is published, so we are not allowed to share
the outcome, but suffice to say we are very pleased with the way that it all turned out.
I will send it out to you as soon as we are able.
Yours sincerely,

Jan Liversage
Head Teacher
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